
34 CHapter 3

T.H.I.E.V.V.E.S. with Snatches  
ThinkSheet for Preview & Build Anticipation:  

 
1. As you do T.H.I.E.V.V.E.S. with Snatches, ask “What am I going to learn from this text?”  Predict the answers. 

2. Do NOT go through the entire text for each segment.  For example, do not look at all the headings and then go through it 
again looking at all the visuals.  Go through the text only once taking in the parts as they appear. 

3. On the checklist below, put Æ if this element is not provided in the text.   (If nothing else, every text will have a first 
sentence of a paragraph.)   

4. From each element, predict what you will be learning from this text.   
5. Read two to three Snatches along the way.  Awaken your curiosity.  Build your anticipation for this text. 
6. Place sticky tabs along the way where you want to pause in the next reading to process what you will have just read.   

 
 

__T   chapter Title:  Did you predict? ____ 
  

__H   all the Headings:  Did you look at EACH heading and predict? ___ 
 

__I    Introduction :  Did you read the introduction and predict? ___  
 

__E  Every first sentence of every paragraph OR every section.  Which did you do?_____ Did 
you predict? _____    

 

__V   Vocabulary:  Does the author provide the key terms you need to understand? If so, where? 
 __at the beginning, __along the way, __in review section.   From the key terms, did you predict? ___ 

 

__V   every Visual:  Did you look at every visual? ___  Did you predict? ___ 
 

__E   Every author’s question: Where does the text provide questions? __at the beginning, 
__along the way, __in review section, __nowhere.  Did you predict from these questions?___ 

 

__S   Summary:  Did you read the summary?  Did you predict what you will be learning later? ___ 
   
Snatches    How did you select the Snatches? __random, __purposeful 

How many Snatches did you do? ____   Did you make yourself curious? ___ 

 
The final step of T.H.I.E.V.V.E.S. with Snatches is to answer these essential questions when 
PREVIEWING and BUILDING ANTICIPATION:   
“What am I curious about and want to know?” 

 
 
 

“What am I going to learn from this chapter?” 
 
 
 

 

Record T.H.I.E.V.V.E.S. with Snatches on your Reading Log on the BEFORE line.  Complete the right-hand column, 
reflecting how this process is preparing you to learn from this text. 

Name_______________________Date______Section____Text or Chapter_________________________ 




